Blacks Respond to Death of A Princess

By Cheryl Brown

The life of Princess Diana was "snuffed out" by a combination of allegrogical drugs, thrombosis of the right upper leg, and a nervous heart attack. She was a people person. I am impressed with the way she died. The world has not seen a woman with the same qualities.
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Editorial

Living Responsibly

By Hardus Brown

Last Saturday the world learned that Princess Diana of Wales was killed in a tragic car accident in Paris, France which also took the life of Dodi Fayed, the bodyguard of the Mercedes of, as well. Sunday morning, I attended Superintendent of the Universal System Gathering at which was called "Live Responsibly." Inevitably, the conversation turned to the shock of the accident and how the news had preceded it. The adult class used the biblical lesson to make sense of the tragic turn of events.

President Charles did not fair well with the class on the topic of a "responsive husband." The class believed his relationship with long-time girlfriend Camilla Parker Bowles was inappropriate (as did Diana) and, on the other hand, was pleased for her to make the marriage work despite their problems.

The topic of "grieving" (Ep0s) led to the class espoused hope that President Charles would step up to his responsibility and fill the void now created with Diana's absence. They printed Diana for her ability to raise a child in a "women's movement," class believed she attempted to expose her children to situations and everyday objects even though they were born into extremely privileged circumstances.

Although the class actually talked about the accident, the class was undecided about who to blame. Some believed there was a type of conspiracy to kill her because she had become an "unAmerican."

While the details of the evening remain sketchy, it is clear that the blame cannot be laid at the foot of a woman's movement, but rather, the situation created by a worldwide society which does not value the history of broken families, the high percentage of divorce, the high percentage of consumption of alcohol, even though it is the lead cause of automobile accidents, she was the life force that was forever shined simply given a slap on the wrist for driving under the influence. We should have secured her to a position and she became an ambassador of compassion, caring, and ultimately "responsibility." This line is too us about how are living these, and the consequences of our actions we were and engaged in. After their opened her new office now.

Her practice specializes in criminal law but the law, employment, and civil rights with the Cal. Div. Tax Determination.

For over 20 years, her life has been full of supportive of every opponent. She is the essence of a star who is long-lived and she has taken us.

Attorney Denice Brucel-Cloquet Opens Doors

On the week of Poppy's death, she fulfilled the plan to open a public office.

She saw enough criminal law to be a 20 years and supportive of every opponent. She is the essence of a star who is long-lived and she has taken us.

A story that ran August 38, 1997 regarding Dr. Hazel Hawkins-Russell had the wrong caption. It should read "Dr. Hazel Hawkins-Russell."
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National NAACP Urges Massive Black Economic Development Drive

Continued from Front Page

Question of the Week

Dietrich E. von Hagen, second from left, Chair of the NAACP Board of Directors, women's corporate supporters and the Vice President of the Inland Empire Black Chamber of Commerce, presented a banquet at the Inland Empire Convention Center. The event featured a Salvation Army Band and guest speakers. The committee's goal is to help the NAACP Black Chamber of Commerce, the Inland Empire Black Chamber of Commerce, the Inland Empire Black Chamber of Commerce, the Inland Empire Black Chamber of Commerce, and the Inland Empire Black Chamber of Commerce.

The Inland Empire News is black-owned and black-operated

Investor's Business Daily (IBD) is the national daily news source for investors. It provides in-depth analysis of business and economic news, as well as commentary on the markets and the economy. IBD covers a wide range of topics, including politics, culture, technology, and lifestyle. IBD's coverage is known for its depth and breadth, and its articles are often cited by other media outlets. IBD's editorial board includes a team of experienced writers and editors who are dedicated to providing readers with the most relevant and insightful information available.
**Blood Bank Celebrates “Second Chances”**
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By Terri Jeanne Harcourt
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**Our Bodies**

Ernest C. Lifsey, M.D.

Dear Dr. Lifsey:

In the October 1 issue of 

Dear Y.F.: Coronary artery disease claims the lives of 500,000 Americans a year—this total number for all forms of heart disease doubles cancer combined. The death rate from heart disease among Blacks is significantly higher than that for White males and females. The ratio of high density lipoprotein (HDL), the “good” cholesterol, to total cholesterol is still the most reliable index of heart disease risk in women. While elevated total cholesterol is roughly the same among Blacks and Whites, some studies have shown that Blacks have higher levels of HDL. Whether this actually helps us is not yet clear.

The evidence is clear that the combination of elevated triglycerides and low HDL is a dangerous one, especially for women. But some researchers warn that high triglycerides are an independent risk factor for heart disease. Although genetics contribute to cases of elevated triglycerides in women, menopause and mid-life weight gain—especially the accumulation of abdominal fat—are major risk factors for heart disease.

The best way to reduce triglyceride levels is dietary intake. Scientists have found that on a high fat diet, a woman’s diet has more than 25 percent above their ideal weight and must not be at risk for having the AIDS virus or hepatitis.

We’re electric when we provide you with quality and reliable service.

We’re electric when we support organizations such as the L.A. Watts Summer Games, Salvation’s Castle Foundations in Los Angeles and the Regional Job Training Center in Compton.

We’re electric when we help companies stay in the Los Angeles area, retaining over 100,000 jobs. Companies like King’s Hawaiian, a Christian publishing and merchandise company.

We’re electric when we provide educational grants and scholarships to schools such as Kelso Elementary in Compton.

We’re electric when we work together for the benefit of our children, our jobs, our communities and our future.
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Monday Contracts: Where Did They Set Up Fronts?

Minority Contracts: Where Did They Set Up Fronts?

Recently, a deposition given regarding a lawsuit filed by Black contractors against the State of Indiana depicts the uglyness of institutionalized racism officially performed by state officials with the blessing of the Governor.

Harry C. Alfred, President and CEO of the National Black Chamber of Commerce, gave a deposition describing his hands-on experience as Deputy Commissioner for the Minority Business Development Department of Administration for the State of Indiana. He was appointed by Governor Evan Bayh. In the deposition, Alfred describes how he succeeded in increasing business done by minorities. This success led to opposition against his efforts and harassment of his office. In essence, Governor Bayh wanted the progress to stop despite Alfred's dismay to the contrary.

On official "front companies" were set up in the state department of transportation with more dynamic speakers and South California. The guest Journal is the Association of exciting years for First Fridays: Friday will host the Black Voice News in San September 5, 1997 at the Beverly White KNBC Anchor to Attend First Fridays November 20, 1996 at the Castaways Restaurant in San Bernardino, California. This is one of our most exciting years for First Fridays, said founder Mary Davis-Lowe. When Davis-Lowe was asked why she chooses to do such interesting presentations for First Fridays she said "she's always looking for ways to bring people to networking venues. She said she's always asking for and seeking suggestions to offer more opportunities and networking resources to the business community."

In October she once again have Dr. Robert Duran, nationally known psychologist and entrepreneur. In November, First Fridays will host its first fundraiser for Sickle Cell Anemia. It will be a multi-fashion show and auction. And of course the holiday affair will be coming up in December.

In looking to the 1998 year Davis-Lowe said she plans a blow out party for her Fifth Anniversary in February and a business expo later on in the spring. She says this should be an exciting First Fridays season. The Castaways is located at 670 Kendall Drive in San Bernardino. (909) 881-1502. First Fridays takes place the first Friday of each month. It begins at 5 p.m. until 10 p.m. Cover charge is $10.00 but with a First Fridays flyer it's $5.00 off.

In the 1994 year Davis-Lowe said the plans a blow out party for her Fifth Anniversary in February and a business expo later on in the spring. She says this should be an exciting First Fridays season. The Castaways is located at 670 Kendall Drive in San Bernardino. (909) 881-1502. First Fridays takes place the first Friday of each month. It begins at 5 p.m. until 10 p.m. Cover charge is $10.00 but with a First Fridays flyer it's $5.00 off.

If you haven't saved a lot for a home, you've probably saved ENOUGH.

It's not easy saving up to buy a home these days. But with the FHA, it isn't as hard as you'd think. Because with an FHA loan, you could get into a home of your own with a down payment as little a few months rent. And you don't need a perfect credit record or a high-paying job to qualify. In fact, depending upon the house you buy, your monthly payments may not be much more than your rent. So ask any real estate agent or lender for details. Or just call 800-CALL-FHA. We'll show you just how close you are to becoming a homeowner.

HUD's FHA

We'll get you home.

U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development

Financial

Real Estate

---

The Colton Joint Unified School District is seeking applicants for a variety of certified and classified positions.

The District is proud to offer:

• Competitive Salaries

• Excellent Benefits Package

• Supportive Working Environment

The District is an equal opportunity employer.

Call the District's Job Line for current openings:

(909) 876-4082

All Flights are Direct Flights

No Change of Planes

SIZZLING Summer Savings to the CARIBBEAN

NASSAU

Roundtrip Airfare $299

JAMAICA

Roundtrip Airfare $299

ARUBA

Roundtrip Airfare $399

HAWAII

8 Day Maui Vacation Packages AS LOW AS $469.00

Includes: Air, Condo and Car

ASK ABOUT CHILDREN'S "FREE" HOLIDAYS

Dr. David & Karen Woods
Travel Masters
23741-G Sunnymede Blvd.
 Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(909) 242-3414

For further information: Closing costs and fees addressed. Actual monthly payments will vary based on price of home and terms.

Employers Recognition Reception

The Inland Empire Employment Services (IEES) is hosting a special Employers Recognition Reception. The event will be held Wednesday, October 22, 1997, 4:00 p.m. at the Fairplex Library and will serve to pay tribute to employers who have hired IEES agency participants. The event will also recognize individuals who have overcome significant barriers to employment. For more information contact Jan Canavan, (909) 793-6901.

BIG Opposes Congress & the Power of Local Government

U.S. Rep. Chris G. Cox, Jr., president of Bloca in Government, said at a press event at a press conference during the organization's annual conference that Bloca opposes the effort. Congress has taken to only the power of local government to the detriment of the State of Indiana. He was asked a national audience that the group stand against national government campaigns to support reform to local government. He characterized the believer in Congress as "the occupant on the Potomac." "Many people do not understand what is going on in D.C.," Cox said. "Evan Bayh's efforts to prevent states from clearing the air on local government campaigns is being done in an effort to not change the balance of power and give us a fair chance for local government."

Recently, a deposition given regarding a lawsuit filed by Black contractors against the State of Indiana depicts the uglyness of institutionalized racism officially performed by state officials with the blessing of the Governor. It shows how he succeeded in increasing business done by minorities. This success led to opposition against his efforts and harassment of his office. In essence, Governor Bayh wanted the progress to stop despite Alfred's dismay to the contrary.

On official "front companies" were set up in the state department of transportation with more dynamic speakers and South California. The guest Journal is the Association of exciting years for First Fridays: Friday will host the Black Voice News in San September 5, 1997 at the Beverly White KNBC Anchor to Attend First Fridays November 20, 1996 at the Castaways Restaurant in San Bernardino, California. This is one of our most exciting years for First Fridays, said founder Mary Davis-Lowe. When Davis-Lowe was asked why she chooses to do such interesting presentations for First Fridays she said "she's always looking for ways to bring people to networking venues. She said she's always asking for and seeking suggestions to offer more opportunities and networking resources to the business community."
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March New Moves to New Location

Mt. Zion Lighthouse Full Gospel Church

A Pentecostal Holiness Ministry
3350 Lime Street Downtown
P.O. Box 5037
Riverside, CA 92501-5037
(909) 359-0203

WEEKLY SERVICES

SUNDAYS

9:00 a.m. Worship Service
10:00 a.m. Sunday School
12:00 Noon Sunday School
1:00 p.m. Bible Study

MORINDO VALLEY

Beginning Sunday, September 7, 1997, March New Christian Church (formerly Chapel One and Chapel Two) will conduct worship services at Rose Valley Elementary School, 26123 Fier Avenue (corner of Fier and Lassen Ave), Moreno Valley.

Weekly services start at 10:00 a.m. Church services were formerly held at Arnold Heights School. Jeannine Duffy and the Voices of Hope Gospel Choir will be singing. Come and worship. For more information, call (909) 245-1687.

Christian Singles Network

24 hr. information and subscription hotline connects you to:

- Business Advertisement
- Subscription Newsletter
- Personal Introductions
- Social Events

Newsletter published quarterly for local Christian singles
P.O. Box 11358, Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 310-609-2129

*New*!!! In Rialto

New Life Covenant Church
219 N. Riverside Avenue, Rialto 92376
(909) 874-2417

Sunday Services
Church Paving the Way
9:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
5:30 p.m.

Rev. Michael and Bernice Edwards

Nursery care is provided

Ministry Training Academy
Registration for the Fall Quarter 1997 is now through September 14th. Start thinking now about becoming a MTA student. The qualifications are simple - have a desire to learn more about God's Word so you can use that information in ministry. For more information please call admissions at (909) 882-3277. Ministry Training Academy is located at 5936 North "F" Street, San Bernardino.

September, Thursday, 4, 1997

The New Jerusalem Foursquare Church
6670 Stevenson Avenue
Riverside, CA (909) 359-2033

WEEKLY SERVICES

SUNDAYS

9:45 a.m. Sunday School (all ages)
10:00 a.m. Bible Study
11:00 a.m. Worship Service
12:30 p.m. Sunday School
1:30 p.m. Imitative Open Door Prayer

Wednesday

7:00 p.m. Bible Study

Thursday

6:30 p.m. Wednesday Neighborhood
First Friday Monthly Neighborhood

Friday

10:30 a.m. Worship Service

Ministry Training Academy
BETHLEHEM CHURCH
3020 S. Magnolia Ave., Riverside, CA 92507 (909) 352-2109
Tuesday, September 4, 1997

NEW JOY BAPTIST CHURCH
1604 Juniper Avenue, Riverside, CA 92504 (909) 276-3367

NEW Testimony of Faith
3900 Rubidoux Blvd., Riverside, CA 92509 (909) 684-4414
Thursday, September 4, 1997

LIFE CHURCH
3355 W. 22nd St. San Bernardino, CA 92404 (909) 687-1718

ST. PAUL AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH
3555 W. 22nd St. San Bernardino, CA 92404 (909) 687-1718

RIVERSIDE SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Worship Service 10:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
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Eve ni ng Service 6:00 p.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Worship Service 11:00 a.m.
Eve ni ng Service 6:00 p.m.

ASCENSION CHURCH
1385 W. Blaine, Suite I
Riverside, CA 92517

YOUTH SUNDAY SCHOOLS
8:00 a.m.

NEW LIFE CHURCH
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H ave you been stuck and can't seem to get going in birthing your dream, vision and idea?

Every day men and women are winning, they are winning spiritually, socially and financially, at the same time there are others who are saying, I want to win, too.

But how? What's holding me back? Help me to win, everyone is crying out for answers.

At the "Vertical Leap" seminar, ministers of the Gospel, master motivators and nationally known teachers, Al & Hattie Hollingsworth want to share with you the biblical principles that have lifted them from the grips of bankruptcy to multi-million dollar success in manufacturing. Al & Hattie erupt in people a passion to go after their dreams, visions and ideas by teaching them principles that literally change their lives. They will teach you the "HOW TO'S" of birthing your faith, hope and vision from an inside thought to an outside material reality.

They will teach you the "HOW TO'S" of birthing your faith, hope and vision from an inside thought to an outside material reality.

Al and Hattie Hollingsworth
Owners of the Alhatti Resort

People are saying:
No amount of money, not even a college degree, is as valuable as the nuts and bolts of the Vertical Leap seminar. Pastor Donald Gridiron, Faith Center Ministries.

This seminar has empowered our marriage and taught us to speak words to create our destiny, it has taught us the power of agreement and unity. Eric & Sonya Savoy.

This seminar has helped our vision of pastor/entrepreneur come true - transforming our dreams to successful realities. Pastors Charles & Owen Patrick, Sunago Grace Covenant Church.

For six days, five nights you can have your vision come alive at the beautiful four star Alhatti Resort (a former site of the TV/Movie Series, "Bonanza") in the mountains above Palm Springs, California.

In between training sessions, enjoy tennis, chip n' putt golf, basketball, volleyball, hiking, fishing or simply relax and pamper yourself with a spa and massage at this four star facility.

The Alhatti Resort is available 7 days a week to both individuals and groups. Call now for your reservation.
Curacao's Beautiful Beaches Are No Longer A Secret

Curacao's beaches used to be one of the best kept secrets in the Caribbean, according to Ygmare Wiel, director of the Curacao Tourist Board in North America. But with vacationers now discovering the unique appeal of this Dutch/Caribbean island, the beaches have become a major selling point.

"Unlike some of its Caribbean neighbors, Curacao offers mostly small, white sand beaches and romantic, secluded coves," says Wiel. "We find that our beaches are especially appealing to honeymooners, couples and others not looking for long, expensive stays or crowded with hotels," he adds.

Curacao's 38 beaches are varied. Some are surrounded by giant cliffs, others by exotic flora and fauna. But they all share the same clear turquoise water and picture-perfect weather (Curacao averages less than 30 inches of rain per year), unique to this part of the world.

Following is a rundown of some of the island's best.

Westpunt Beach is best known for the huge cliffs which frame it and the divers who entertain beach-goers by jumping from the cliffs into the ocean below. A favorite of locals and visitors alike, the beach, located on the northwest tip of the island, is open to the public at no charge.

Just south of Westpunt is Knip Bay Beach, one of the island's most photographed sites because of its picturesque setting and dazzling, bright blue water. On weekends, live music and dancing turn the area into one big beach party. Changing facilities and refreshments are available during specified hours.

Plaza Zalki, located in a small, protected cove, is one of the island's hottest snorkeling spots because of its calm water and density of sea life close to shore.

Curacao also offers man-made beaches that give mother nature a good run for her money. Among the best are those at the Sonesta Beach Hotel & Casino, the Princess Beach Resort & Casino and the Curacao Sea Aquarium (a family-oriented complex that features enclosures containing every form of native sea life, as well as glass-bottom boats and semi-submersible submarine rides.)

For further information contact the Curacao Tourist Board, 475 West 45th Street, Suite 200, New York, NY 10018; tel: (800) 332-8266 or (212) 693-9337.
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Black Entertainment Dollars

It's almost that time of year again for the Riverside Jazz and Art Festival. This year boasts such great entertainers as Hiroshima, George Howard, Roy Ayers, Stanley Jordan, Chuck Mangione, Barry James, Ken Eubanks and Avenue Blue with Jeff Golub. For more information on the festival, contact (909) 342-2072.

Hoodlum

The Black film industry continued to extend through the 60's, but the broadcast of television came with the social issues of the 1960's. Black America released their creativity on the small stage. Ten years would pass before they saw the recognition of their movie industry in the late 1960s. The movie credited with this renaissance was Godfather Park 1969. "The Learning Tree" follows the "Learning Tree" with another mega hit movie, "Stax," which is noted for a series of BMG_videos. Other movies of this era were the product of no money, hence bad black filmmakers using "garbage" filmmaking methods to get their movies on the screen. These movies were very successful and the makers experienced a small renaissance with a big wave.

Hollywood continued the 1960's revolution of the Black film industry by making movies starring black and white actors, which brought in black and white dollars. Once again, black filmmakers would experience a resurgence in movie making as they watched the box office numbers go up, and the corporation that brought this about was the Black Film Industry. However, "Stax's" movie, "She's Gotta Have It," that helped turn things around. Let's movie made lots of money and reminded Black filmmakers how much they meant to Hollywood.

Since then, Black movies have been consistent and profitable. Regardless, Hollywood appears to keep a ceiling on the amount the they'll use to back Black producers, which is currently about 15 million. "And I can't understand how we can have a movie due out soon entitled, "1-95."说 Black theaters.

The NBCC panel provided attendees with an infographic overview of what it involves to make Black movies in Hollywood today. The panel included: Hudlin, Army Lt. General Boozell of Boozell and Associates (who is also a producer of the film), and Glory Heavy of the Center for Black Entertainment. Each weighed in on what they believed must be done to make the cut in the film industry. The discussion included who would make up the percentage of the purchase of book rights to foreign movie markets and whether the current model of the population that make up between 25 and 30 percent of all movie-going dollars.

"We watch the history of the industry," said Nia Howard, VP of BMETV and organizer of the workshop. "Which means that take control and be able to get what we want. Without hesitation, she makes it clear that ownership involves a partnership which involves the alignment of black actors, producers, writers, directors and the audience.

Purchasing her message, Henderson outlined the figure the black entertainment consumer and how the audience can make a difference. He highlighted the fact that consumers are a black movie that weekend. Sunset weekend it came to the theater, that alone would signify that Black Americans are a black movie.

Pat Landaker is a freelance writer-publisher, and owner of the Ethnic Block Entertainment Dollars and Sports Lawyering. He is a respected writer and a respected figure in the industry. He is well known for his contributions to the film industry. Landaker went on to explain that Black movies are the future of Hollywood and that Black movies will continue to be the future of Hollywood.

Hollywood's latest movie, "Hoodlum," takes time after the workshop to further discuss the film. The film is a sequel to the "Hoodlum" film that was released in 1997. The film is about a gangster named Bumpy Johnson, who is portrayed by actor Laurence Fishburne. The film is set in the 1940s, and it follows the story of the rise of Black gangsters in America. The movie is a sequel to the original "Hoodlum" film, which was released in 1997.

The movie is about a gangster named Bumpy Johnson, who is portrayed by actor Laurence Fishburne. The film is set in the 1940s, and it follows the story of the rise of Black gangsters in America. The movie is a sequel to the original "Hoodlum" film, which was released in 1997.

Hollywood's latest movie, "Hoodlum," takes time after the workshop to further discuss the film. The film is a sequel to the "Hoodlum" film that was released in 1997. The film is about a gangster named Bumpy Johnson, who is portrayed by actor Laurence Fishburne. The film is set in the 1940s, and it follows the story of the rise of Black gangsters in America. The movie is a sequel to the original "Hoodlum" film, which was released in 1997.

Hollywood's latest movie, "Hoodlum," takes time after the workshop to further discuss the film. The film is a sequel to the "Hoodlum" film that was released in 1997. The film is about a gangster named Bumpy Johnson, who is portrayed by actor Laurence Fishburne. The film is set in the 1940s, and it follows the story of the rise of Black gangsters in America. The movie is a sequel to the original "Hoodlum" film, which was released in 1997.

Hollywood's latest movie, "Hoodlum," takes time after the workshop to further discuss the film. The film is a sequel to the "Hoodlum" film that was released in 1997. The film is about a gangster named Bumpy Johnson, who is portrayed by actor Laurence Fishburne. The film is set in the 1940s, and it follows the story of the rise of Black gangsters in America. The movie is a sequel to the original "Hoodlum" film, which was released in 1997.
Promoter Don King and the NAACP

By Andrew Harris and Colleen M. Nicholson

The NAACP, which has built a commendable tradition of championing the advancement of a people who are downtrodden and economically disadvantaged, was appropriate in giving the organization's prestigious 1997 President's Award to fight promoter Don King.

The idea hasn't gone over well with much of the nation's White media, but, very little that is good about King is treated kindly by that segment of the media. What is shameful, this is the kind of media that has the NAACP has dedicated its work to eradicating over the years.

The award, which was given at the NAACP's national conference in Pittsburgh in July, rightfully salutes King because of his rise to international status represents the kind of upward mobility highly regarded by the NAACP and other African American forward thinkers in the United States.

Few men, even Horatio Alger, have forged the lion of the right to another under worthy causes in the United States - Black, rose above his smudged past to become one of the great businessmen and philanthropists for worthy causes in the United States - Black, Brown, Red, Yellow or White.

King has fashioned for himself a legend and a legacy that make African Americans and fair thinkers in this country very proud. And that's what the NAACP was doing when it gave him the award saluting achievements, pride, and outstanding spot. Under that criteria Don King was the most eligible national figure for the honor.

The NAACP and Don King seemingly have one thing in common. Both seem to quickly spot negative criticism from a biased White media that fails to successfully address this country's troubled racial climate regarding justice and economic opportunity.

The independence shown by the NAACP is in giving the award to King indicates that the organization is on sound footing again and not into taking dictation from outside forces who have shown no great propensity for helping the cause of race in America. Instead of batting the NAACP and King, most of the media's bias, if they were of a serious mind to do so, could strike a mighty blow for civil rights by hiring African American in decision-making and policy-making administrative positions.

Don King is a demonstrated equal opportunity employer who has hired per capita, more individuals of other races in administrative positions than any of the media who appear to be so concerned about how the NAACP conducts its business. King is a leader by example.

Furthers, King needs to make no case for himself in circles where the NAACP concentrates its efforts. He has been a supporter, a generous donor, an employer and a builder. The award given to him is very appropriate and King should place it on a prominent spot on his mantle or in his trophy case and know that it is one thing he truly deserved. Enough said!

-- The Black Voice News
97 Mercury Tracer GS OR
MSRP: $12,690
Freeway Discount: -$691
Factory Rebate: -$1,000
Your Cost: $10,499
3.9%
60 MOS.

98 Mercury Mystique GS OR
MSRP: $17,580
Freeway Discount: -$1,255
Factory Rebate: -$500
Your Cost: $15,825
3.9%
60 MOS.

97 Mercury Sable LS OR
MSRP: $20,145
Freeway Discount: -$2,125
Factory Rebate: -$1,000
Your Cost: $17,015
3.9%
60 MOS.

97 Mercury Cougar XR-7 OR
MSRP: $18,545
Freeway Discount: -$1,255
Factory Rebate: -$1,000
Your Cost: $16,288
1.9%
48 MOS.

97 Mercury Mountaineer
MSRP: $27,995
Freeway Discount: -$2,368
Your Cost: $25,627

96 Lincoln MK VIII
MSRP: $37,250
Freeway Discount: -$3,777
Factory Rebate: -$3,000
Your Cost: $31,477
1.9%
48 MOS.

97 Mercury Villager GS OR
MSRP: $22,960
Freeway Discount: -$1,981
Factory Rebate: -$3,000
Your Cost: $17,925
1.0%
48 MOS.

Quality Pre-Owned Cars and Trucks

'92 HYUNDAI ELANTRA
$4,999
LIC #5BR8643

'93 HONDA ACCORD DX
$10,999
LIC #3DRV663

'96 TOYOTA COROLLA
$11,999
LIC #3NX6968

'96 FORD TAURUS GL
$13,999
LIC #3MKN030

'94 FORD F150 XL
$9,999
LIC #5BK520

'94 FORD T-BIRD
$10,999
LIC #3EP5154

'95 HONDA ACCORD
$13,999
LIC #504381

'94 V.W. JETTA GL
$10,499
LIC #522769

'95 MERC MYSTIQUE
$10,999
LIC #5552337

'95 FORD WINDSTAR GL
$14,999
LIC #5BR182

FREEWAY

Your Non-Confrontation Dealer

2.9% 0.9% through Ford Motor Credit on approved credit. All vehicles subject to prior sale. Plus tax, lic., doc. (except if any). On approved credit. Sales End 09/08/97